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• White perceivers show a robust racial bias in the visual perception of 
pain, stemming from a disruption in configural processing associated 
with other-race faces (Mende-Siedlecki et al., in prep)

• Status can shape visual processing, in a manner similar to race:
• White perceivers show worse recognition accuracy for low-status 

White targets than high-status White targets (Shriver et al., 2008)
• High-status targets are processed more holistically than low-status 

targets (Ratcliff et al., 2011)
• Status manipulations can attenuate the cross-race effect for Black 

targets (Shriver & Hugenberg, 2010), and high-status White targets
• Clothing/attire provides visual cues to status (Freeman et al., 2010)

 Research question: Does status moderate racial bias in pain perception, 
by manipulating status via the attire?

Introduction
• We obtained 44 images of high- and low-status attire via Google Image 

Search and obtained normed ratings via Mechanical Turk (see Figure 2)
• Participants

• 105 paid MTurkers workers (avg. age: 18.76, 31 Males, 71 Females)
• We selected 2 groups of 8 stimuli which differed in terms of status, but 

were equated on strength (see Graph 1):
• Attire categorized as 'high-status' were perceived to be higher in 

status than 'low-status' attire (p < .001), but these two sets of attire 
did not differ on judgments of strength (p = .591). 

• We split each group of 8 into 2 groups of 4 to be paired with the Black 
and White models

• Within class, sub-groups didn't differ on status or strength (ps > .20).

• Participants
• 181 PSYCH100 students at the University of Delaware
• 29 paid subjects at New York University

• Procedures
• Models posed various facial expressions (from neutral to pained)
• After photos were taken, faces were cropped and cleaned using 

Adobe Photoshop
• The neutral faces were morphed into to pain expressions to create 

a continuum of painful expressions (see Figure 1)
 See face database poster for further details. 

Building the Face Database

• Participants will complete a 2x2 within-subjects design in which they see sets 
of morphs corresponding to four conditions

• 4 high-status Black targets
• 4 low-status Black targets
• 4 high-status White targets
• 4 low-status White targets

• Participants will rate these sets of morphs based on their pain intensity, on a 
scale from 1 (not in pain) to 7 (in extreme pain)

• Using these ratings, we’ll calculate curves that determine the threshold for 
pain perception as a function of both status and race.

Design

• We hypothesize that our results will be consistent with the previous literature 
suggesting that status can shape visual processing in a manner similar to race 
(Shriver et al., 2007)

• We predict we will observe main effects of both status and race, but critically, 
an interaction between race and status, as well (see Graph 2):

• In the high-status condition, there will be no difference between Whites 
& Blacks (e.g., liberal thresholds for pain perception for both races), but 
that in the low status condition, there will be a difference (e.g., a more 
conservative threshold for Black targets than White targets)

Predicted Results

• We selected 8 Black males and 8 White males, matched on intensity of 
expression and overall structural similarity

• We created morphs ranging from neutral to painful expressions (11 per 
target; Morpheus PhotoMorpher) and combined them with attire using 
Adobe Photoshop (see Figure 3)

• Four sets of morphs were created for each subject, counterbalancing 
assignment of face, status, and specific attire

Norming the Attire Stimuli

Figure 1. Examples of neutral to painful morph stimuli.

Figure 2. High-Status (Vineyard Vines), and Low-Status (Bowling Shirt) Graph 2. Predicted Results: Interaction between Race & StatusFigure 3. Participants wearing both high-status (top row), and low-status (bottom row) attire.

Graph 1: Selected Attire, split by Status & Strength
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